In 2019, with the generous support of hundreds of volunteers, philanthropists, business leaders, and champions like you from across our community, meaningful STEM experiences were delivered to over 80,000 visitors in their schools, neighborhoods, and at the Lab. The Children’s Science Center continued to fulfill its mission to inspire a lifelong love of learning STEM by providing unique opportunities to explore and create, sparking curiosity and becoming the region’s nexus for hands-on STEM learning.

Our vision to build Northern Virginia’s world-class science center reached a pivotal milestone this year. Together with our partner, the Science Museum of Virginia, we forged a public-private partnership with the Commonwealth of Virginia, Loudoun County and our lead naming sponsor, Northwest Federal Credit Union.

Together, these pivotal partners have committed 86% of the capital funding needed in the $75M Launch the Future Campaign, setting us on course to build a regional science center that will serve generations of innovators.

Everything we do today and in planning for tomorrow is possible because of the generous support of you – our donors, volunteers, and STEM Champions. We are grateful for all the ways that you, your company, foundation or family believe in our mission and ensure that together, we will continue inspiring the next generation of STEM-innovators.

We celebrate all who have made these significant milestones possible and invite you to help us Launch the Future of possibilities for our region and our world.

Our Vision is to create a world-class interactive science center that ignites the curiosity in all of us.

Our Values of Community, Fun, Excellence, Innovation, and Leadership serve as guiding principles for our team, fulfilling our mission and engaging volunteer stakeholders every day.
2019

81,913 visitors inspired!

Our Mission
is to inspire a love of
learning STEM by
providing unique
opportunities to
explore and create.
Creating a vibrant STEM Ecosystem for Northern Virginia

Every day, the Center’s Board, staff, volunteers, and partners put its educational mission to inspire a love of STEM learning across our region at the forefront. Sparking children’s natural curiosity is more important than ever, and we believe in the power of STEM to transform lives, improve our region, and ultimately our world. This transformation demands a collaboration from a broad cross-section of our community – volunteers and champions – including higher education institutions, K-12 schools, nonprofits, foundations, and corporations who partner with us to deliver STEM-rich learning opportunities for families, students, our current and future workforce, and all who call our region home.

Together, we spark the curiosity, creativity, and potential of our future innovators!

235,007 VISITORS
served at the Lab
since opening in 2015

6 SCHOOL DISTRICTS
served through field trips
and community programs

42,239 MILES
traveled by our van

8,631 SCHOLARSHIP
students
served

130 ANIMALS
living in the Lab

183,053 WEBSITE VISITORS
in 2019
Donors Make a Difference

With the support of the **Philip L. Graham Fund**, the Lab got a much-appreciated refresh just in time for our *Four-Ever Fun* Birthday Celebration that included two new exhibits – *Pixel Peg* in the Discovery Zone and *Air Rockets* in the Inspiration Hub.

Our annual *Summer of Science* program reached new heights in 2019 when the team participated in the Apollo 50 Celebration on the National Mall in DC thanks to the generous support of **Raytheon**.

Each year, we deliver meaningful STEM programs to 40% of the Title I schools across our region at no charge. For these children, this opportunity may be their only informal STEM learning experience. We are grateful to Family Science Night’s Premier Sponsor **United Bank**, and the significant support from **Battelle**, **Wells Fargo**, **Tegna**, and others to make these programs possible.

The sustaining support from the **120 donor families and companies** in the *Founders Society Giving Circle* is essential to our mission delivery. Together we inspire generations of future innovators with engaging and interactive STEM programs and experiences.
In December, the Science Center announced a transformative partnership with the Science Museum of Virginia to build a world-class science center for our community on donated land at Kincora. With this partnership and pivotal funding from the Commonwealth of Virginia, Loudoun County, and Northwest Federal Credit Union as the lead building naming sponsor, 86% of the $75 million Launch the Future capital campaign was secured and announced at a press event in Herndon.

The next step in the campaign includes a detailed, collaborative design process. Located at Kincora, a multi-use development in the heart of the Dulles technology corridor, our innovative science center will spark curiosity for 300,000+ learners of all ages annually and serve as the region’s nexus for STEM, inspiring future generations.

(Pictured L to R): Jeff Bentley, President and CEO of NWFCU; Nene Spivy, Science Center Executive Director; Chair Phyllis Randall, Loudoun County Board of Supervisors; and Rich Conti, Director, Science Museum of Virginia
For over five years, the team at Northwest Federal Credit Union has been a champion for STEM learning as a partner of the Science Center. Northwest consistently demonstrates their commitment to their motto: Together, we serve and inspire to transform lives. From their initial sponsorship of the Lab’s Discovery Zone, to their sustaining annual Gift of Creativity to the Founders Society, to their $10 million gift as the lead building naming sponsor of Northern Virginia’s Science Center, they have shown leadership in helping to build a STEM community in our region. We are sincerely grateful to our partners at Northwest for their financial gifts, their advocacy for STEM learning and for their hundreds of hours of service.

Chartered in 1947 and headquartered in Herndon, Northwest Federal Credit Union has more than 270,000 members, 550+ employees, and is dedicated to transforming its members lives and the communities they serve.
Financial Statements

Statement of Activities for the year ending December 31, 2019

STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Earned Revenue
- General Admission Fees: $340,985
- Program Fees: $144,139
- Membership: $97,754
- Other Revenue: $7,633
- Exhibits contract: $41,000

Contributed Revenue
- Individual Support: $267,285
- Contributions foundation support: $1,922,580
- Government grants: $29,066
- In-kind contributions: $42,660

Total Earned and Contributed Revenue: $2,893,012

Expenses
- Program Services: $1,313,491
- Management and General: $175,400
- Fundraising: $210,524

Total Expenses: $1,699,415

Change in Net Assets: $1,193,597

Net Assets at beginning of year: $1,158,911
Net Assets at end of year: $2,352,508

EXPENSES

Program Services 77%
Management and General 10%
Fundraising 13%

These financial statements were audited by an independent accounting firm for the year ending December 2019.
The Center is conducting a capital campaign to raise funds to build a world-class science center on donated land in Dulles, VA and in partnership with the Science Museum of Virginia, an agency of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and Loudoun County. A lead building naming sponsorship from Northwest Federal Credit Union of $10 million was confirmed in October 2019. Of this gift, $1.5 million has been recognized as revenue in 2019 and the remaining $8.5 million will be recognized in May 2020, when a condition of the contribution was met. To date, the capital campaign has raised over $66 million including public and private support.
Thank You for inspiring tomorrow’s innovators today

The Children’s Science Center is grateful to the following individuals, companies and organizations for their sustaining support of our mission and vision. Listing as of December 31, 2019.

Founders Society Giving Circle

Gift of Inspiration
Monica and Brian Buroker
Diane and Michael Canney Foundation
Sharilyn and Griffith Green in Memory of Mackenzie Anne Green
Mike and Sandy Jones
Russ and KC Reeder

Gift of Creativity
Simone Acha
Natalie Lorenz-Anderson and Bruce Anderson
Michele Bolos and Chris Powell
The Bonadio Family
Torge and Justine Dennen
Dina Flynn
Mary and Thomas Gillespie
Nannette and Brian Henderson
Ronald and Maria Morgan
Mark and Donna Murphy
Elizabeth Parks
Sumeet and Joya Shrivastava
Art and Nene Spivy

Gift of Exploration
Anonymous
Diane Allemang and Dr. James A. Egenrieder
Tamara W. Ashford
Charles and Ann Balch
Barbe Family Foundation
The Barrow Family
Rob and Lisa Bertin
Tricia Boland and Tom Klein
Julie and Chris Borneman
Kristina Bouweiri
Sarah Brand
The Breeden Family
Matt and Sheila Brennan
Lee Ann and John Brownlee
Jenn and Eric Brunner
Amy and Michael Burke
Elizabeth Burke and Bill Gould
Elizabeth Bush Stansel
Jeff and Benita Byas
Matt and Susan Carroll
Ken Chaletzky
Larry and Hope Chang and Family
Heather and Maurice Cogdell
Marie Colton
Fran Craig
Gary and Lauren Crum
Christi and Paul Damm
Shahroukh and Ivy Dastur
Deanna and Sam Doan
Dee Dodson Morris
Barberina Doherty
Ben and Katie Doyle
Sue Fajer and Fajar Family
The Flanagan Family
Susan Ganeshan
Jack and Beth Gehring
Susan and Jonathan Gledhill
Molly and Josh Gravholt
Thomas A. “Tag” Greason
Marian and Eric Hemmer
Alex and Jacqueline Henry
David, Kelly and Will Horton
Debasis Hota
Tony and Alison Howard
Loren Hudziak
Pamela and Dave Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Quincy and Nekita Jones
Jay Kalath
Dorry Kee
Grace Keenan
Tracy and Clinton Key
Emily King
The Korff Family
Keith and Emilie Krut
Alan Levine and Yony McCloskey
Manish and Prachi Malhotra
Jill and James McNabb
Anil Narla
Corbin and Amy Neiberline
Patricia Nicoson
Carly and Eric Nusbaum
Denis and Tamara O’Sullivan
Lou and Linda Paladeau
Lew and Sharon Parker
Maggie Parker
Kim and Scott Parks
Rick and Laura Pearson
The Rana Family
Chelsea and Harish Rao
Craig and Tiffany Ridley
Bruce and Rachel Roberts
Eileen and Ben Rodgers
Carole and Joe Salgado
Regina Schofield
Larry and Lisa Schwartz
James and Tracy Silk
Mike and Cyndi Sinisi
Brian and Jennifer Snodgrass
Fern Spivy
Andrew Stuart and Sandra Moncrief
Lori Ann and Thomas Terjesen
Jeff and Linda Thomas
Mike and Leslie Tillman
Brigitta Toruno, Children and Grandchildren
Skip Trump in Memory of Don and Jean Trump
Veatch Family Trust
Suraj Venna and Rupa Shah
David Weinschel
Michael and Teresa Wheeler
Rene’ and Wayne Wilkinson
Individual Donors

$1000-$4999
Lizzy and Steve Conroy
Peter Cook
David and Michelle Greenberg
Tim Groover
Robbie and Brenda Hinkle
Matt Korn and Cindy Miller
Donald and Annette Rippert
Anne and Andrew Rucker
Scott R. and Carol Ann Smallwood
Adalene Wood
Sameer Vadera

$500-$999
Wendy Allen
Joe Corish
Laura d’All
Glenn and Carol Davidson
Eileen Ellsworth and Robert Weil
Michael and Susan Fitzgerald
Madhu Garlanka
Alison Harbrecht
Charlotte Knipling
Larry and Bonnie Lefbom
Howard and Sandra Moody
Ann and Christian Plaza
Sue and Craig Richey
Cindy and Wendell Smith
Bob and Nancy Sevila
Philip Sweeney
Joseph Zmitrovich

$1-$499
Gaja Anand
Melissa Badding
Jim Ballard
Leila Barraj
Belen Bekele
Gigi and John Bennett
Gayle and Michael Berkeley
Howard Bernstein
Diana and Cyrus Bharucha
Todd and Rachael Blair
Faith Boettger
John Boyle
Krystin and Gordon* Brace
Jeff Browning
Kristen and Derek Burke
Jason and Corina Burke
Katherine Cantone
Margaret Cartier and
Nathan Drost
Ed and Allison Chamberlayne
Elaine Chu
Connie and Phillip Church
Carol and John Clark
Amanda Clements
Joyce Connery
Kathy Coulter
Kleo Curry
Eileen and Marshall Curtis
Ryan and Megan David
Susan Dedeyan
Paul and Sharon Edelmann
Marantha Edwards
Steve Feldmaier
Diane Foley
Peggy Fox
Marni Gootzit
Michael Goss
Tom Greiner and Rachel Howell
Dr. Nameer Haider
Linda Herbert
Carly Hirsch
Allan and Yvonne Hoffman
Tiffany Hosey
Elaine Inn and
Jonathan Palisoc
Lisa Jackson
Scott Jones and Jennifer Muroski
Anna Jullien
Valerie and Bruce Kaiser
Charles Kapur
Georgia Keightley
Lisa Kelly
June Kelly
Anne Khademian
Doug Kirby
Alan Leckenby
Tian Li
Mark Liberati
Erin and Mark Lobato
Paula and Paul MacDonald
Kristina Maddox
Sara Magner
Karen Marlo
Kami and Clifton McClelland
Lauren McCollum
Kimberly McDermott
John McGranahan
Steve McKnight
Ed Morrissey
Jan Mul
Mary Murphy
Laurel Myslewicz
Adam Nadel
Marty Nagle and Tanya Crocker
Joan Namm
Kersti Nash
Colleen Nasta and Don Pruett
Conor Nicholas
Will Nisbet
Montine and Andrew Norman
Larry O’Reilly
Jonathan Palisoc and Elaine Inn
Staci Patel
Lisann Persaud
Chuni Petros and Jim Huffman
Katrina Pistun
Kenneth R. Plum
Ann Principato
John Quinn
Yasmin Rahim
Nikole Raimondo
Natriya Rampay
Denise Reilly
Bill Replogle
Jennifer Rhodes and Kevin Hern
2019

Liina Richardson
Maury Saunders
Myra Sawyers
Stephanie Scarola
Kathy and Steve Schmitt
Mark and Teresa Schofield
Bilee and Brian Sciuto
Dr. Carolyn Scrafford
Heather and Jon Seeber
Cheryl Serrill
Asim Shaikh
Ann and Mark Shankroff
Elisabeth Sharp
Louis and Patti Sheffield
John and Eleanor Sloan
May Soe
Jeffrey and Melissa Sporn
Elizabeth Suarez
Lauri Swift Hill
Heather and Joe Tedesco
Stephen Terzolo
Kevin Tucker
Jill Turgeon
Raymond Urias-Rivera
David Viale
Sona Virdi
Melissa and Ben Ward
Christine Wauls
Amanda and Matthew Welling
Veronica Westlund
Jennifer Wheeler
Tammy White
Rebecca Wilken
Pat and David Williams
Peter Williamson
D’Andre Willis and Jamie Whalen
Liz and Steve Wurster
Bruce and Jean Wyman
Sam Xiang
Colton Yee

*In memoriam

Corporate Donors

Legacy Sponsor: $100,000+
The Boothe Family Fund
Dominion Energy Charitable Foundation
Micron Foundation
Northwest Federal Credit Union

Inspire Sponsor: $50,000+
Battelle
Booz Allen Hamilton
General Motors

OVH US
United Bank
World Wide Technology

Create Sponsor: $25,000+
Accenture
Aramco
Axiologic Solutions, LLC.
Backflow Technology
Green Hill Landscaping
Hemington Wealth Management
Integris Holdings, Inc.
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Northrop Grumman Corporation
NT Concepts, Inc.
Philip L. Graham Fund
Reston Limousine
ShmooCon
The Henry Foundation
The Joyce Agency
Unanet
Van Metre Companies
Foundation, Inc
Virginia Lottery

Explore Sponsor: $5,000+
Anderson Mechanical
Applied Materials Foundation
Architecture, Inc.
ARM Consulting, LLC
Community Foundation for Loudoun and Northern Fauquier Counties - Loudoun Impact Fund
Cox Communications
Curiosity Zone Science
Dovel Technologies
Eagle Ray
ECS Mid Atlantic LLC
Halpern Financial, Inc.
Ingenicomm
Kimsey Foundation
KPMG
PingWind Inc.
Public Asset Services Corp
Raytheon Technologies
Regan Associates
United Minds for Progress/www.roqos.com
Wells Fargo

$1000-$4999
AT&T External & Legislative Affairs
Burroughs Wellcome Fund
Caterpillar+
Deloitte
DP Facilities

Goose Creek Commercial
Leidos
Loudoun County Government
Reston Limousine +
Sandy Spring Bank
Tegna +
The Marilyn T. & David R. Heebner Foundation
Urban
VMWare+

$500-$999
Jean & Bruce Wyman Short-Term Advised Fund
Volkswagen Group of America+

$1-$499
Amazon Smile
Clark Construction Group, LLC
Cub Scout Pack 1533
D & H Distributing Co.
Entercom Company
Giant Food
KAPAX Solutions LLC
Littler Mendelson Foundation
York Consulting Group, LLC

+Employee Matching Gift
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Board of Directors

Officers:

Jill McNabb, Chair
Principal, Genki Strategy and RxEngage Partners

Keith Krut, Vice Chair
Workforce Strategy and Analytics, Federal Government

Corbin Neiberline Treasurer
Managing Director, KPMG, LLP

Adalene “Nene” Spivy Executive Director
Children’s Science Center

Lou Paladeau
Vice President, Operations, JMW Family Enterprises

Russell P. Reeder
Board Member, Children’s Science Center

Craig Ridley
Co-Founder, Eleccion and ROUTE, Inc.

Jim Cortina
Principal, Cortina Productions

Helen DeHarde

Ashley F. Ellis, Ed.D.
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Loudoun County Public Schools

Mark Ginsberg, Ph.D.
Dean and Professor, College of Education and Human Development, George Mason University

Tag Greason
Chief Hypersale Officer, QTS

Members:

Jeff Bentley
President/CEO, Northwest Federal Credit Union

Robert Bertin
Partner, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

Jennifer Bonadio
Principal, Lismore Advisors

Jilian Breeden
Founder, Engage Federal

Amy Burke
Immediate Past Chair
President, Spinnovation, LLC

Fran Craig
Founder and Board Director, Unanet

Gary D. Crum
President, LHT Ventures, LLC

Jim Egenrieder, Ph.D.
STEM AC Chair Director, Thinkabit Lab, Virginia Tech

Sandra Jones
Principal, U.S. Power & Utilities, Deloitte Consulting, LLP

Advisory Board Members

Chris Powell
Advisory Board Chair
CTO, NT Concepts, Inc.

Kristina Bouweiri
President and CEO, Reston Limousine

Susan Carroll
Regional Executive Officer and SVP, Eastern Region, Inova
Melvin Greer  
Founder and Managing Director, Greer Institute for Leadership and Innovation

Todd House  
Manager, Economic Development, Washington Gas

Bobbie Kilberg  
CEO, Northern Virginia Technology Council

Josh Konowe  
Founder and Head Strategist, Konowe & Associates, LLC

Paul Leslie  
Executive Chairman, Dovel Technologies

Peggy A. Musgrave  
Executive Administrator and Community Affairs, Integrus Holdings, Inc.

Patricia Nicoson  
President, Dulles Corridor Rail Association (Ret.)

Larry O’Reilly  
President, O’Reilly & Associates; Smithsonian Museum of Natural History (Retired)

Tinell Priddy, Ed.D.  
Principal, Academies of Loudoun

Odette Scovel  
Science Instructional Supervisor, Loudoun County Public Schools

Padmanabhan Seshaiyer, Ph.D.  
Professor of Mathematical Sciences, Director of the STEM Accelerator Program, and Director of COMPLETE (Center for Outreach in Mathematics Professional Learning and Educational Technology), George Mason University

Donna Shackelford  
President, Supernova Science Inc.

Zuzana Steen  
University and Academic Relations Manager, Micron Technology

Catherine Croft Swanwick, Ph.D.  
CEO, Catilli Games

Heather Tedesco, Ph.D.  
Psychologist and Parent Education Specialist

Myra Thayer  
Science Coordinator, Fairfax County Public Schools (Retired)

Kim Walls  
NGA Research Strategic Communications

Management Team

Adalene “Nene” Spivy  
Executive Director

Jenn Brunner  
Director of Advancement

Mike Tillman  
Director of Experience

Dorothy Ready  
Director of Communications

Sabina Sheridan  
Finance Manager

Volunteer Recognition

Platinum - Recognized for years of mission-critical service
Madeleine Coote
Bonnie Garbus
Senator Janet Howell
Ron Meyer
Michelle Sandy

Gold - Selected for outstanding work
Tag Greeson
D’Arcy Kelley
Minkee Kim

Russ and KC Reeder
Rusty Shaw, Architecture Inc.
Frank Zalar

Silver - 100+ Volunteer Hours
Samantha Condro
Jacob Fajer
Sue Fajer
Vivian Huynh
Mark Murphy
Divya Polavarapu
Suyog Paudel
Andres Sanchez
Brendan Wheeler
Nikitha Yemisetty

Copper - 50-99 Volunteer Hours
Shresta Bangaru
Varun Bhatnagar
Nathan Chow
Lena DelBianco
Bhargava Elavarthi
Camille Gledhill
Tameem Kopti
Luke McNabb
Aarya Pandey
Aayush Pandey
Gent Veizi
Samantha Young
Shayla Young
Lilian Zhang

Emeritus – Outstanding Volunteer turned Staff
Natalia Berrera

Corporate Group
Raytheon
10,570
HOURS
donated by
761
VOLUNTEERS
this year
Share the Vision
Invite others to learn about our mission today and vision for tomorrow. Attend an Inspiration Tour.

Volunteer
Be a champion for STEM and inspire a love of learning.

Donate
Your financial and in-kind contributions are critical to the mission. We are a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) organization. (Federal ID #90-168625)

Connect
Follow our story at childsci.org